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To the Editor — Long-term environmental stability has long been thought to lead to the accumulation of species and, therefore, higher diversity. However, species richness and the time available for speciation often do not correlate across the tree of life. Instead, it has emerged that geologically dynamic (rather than stable) areas around the world sustain higher biodiversity. We argue that mountain building, driven by plate tectonics or volcanism, creates landscape and climatic changes, ecological gradients and physical habitats that set the stage for species evolution. Mountains have a direct impact on biodiversity. They act as barriers to some organisms and bridges to others. As a mountain chain grows, it may separate previously coherent areas and their populations, thus isolating species. Or it may connect land masses, favouring species migration. Biodiversity in mountain belts is determined by the interplay between migration, speciation and extinction. As mountain habitats form, speciation bursts occur, driven by the requirement to adapt to the new environment. Although the resulting species are often specialized to a small area, mountain species can experience lower rates of extinction during climatic changes because they need to move considerably shorter distances to track their optimal temperature range as compared with lowland species. Because biodiversity is often high in a mountain region — a result of high speciation and low extinction — there is a raised likelihood of some species dispersing to other areas. In this scenario, mountains can turn into species pumps that feed the rest of their continents.

Mountains also affect biodiversity indirectly. Uplift of Earth's surface during mountain growth influences drainage patterns, generating drainage divides and rivers that in turn act as bridges, barriers or species pumps. Mountain uplift also affects atmospheric circulation and the marine environment. The Andean chain and the Amazon River are good examples of this interaction. Along the western margin of South America, the Andes grew into a high mountain range, whereas farther east the continent subsided and the Amazon Basin formed. Mountain and basin formation, as well as erosion, marine incursions and orographic precipitation, together provide the nutrient-rich sediments and soils that now sustain the high species richness of Amazonia.

From its formation about 10.5 million years ago, the Amazon River opened up entirely new habitats both on land and at sea. The Amazon Basin was initially a wetland environment, rich with mollusc fauna and fringed by forest. As the Andes continued to uplift and erode, the Amazon Basin filled with sediment and changed into a fluvial environment, wiping out most molluscs but making way for a highly diverse range of species adapted to non-flooded areas. In the Atlantic, the Amazon Plume — the seaward extension of the Amazon River — created new geochemical conditions and prolific algal blooms.

Plate tectonic reshuffling triggers a domino effect that ripples through biotic evolution. The evidence from the Andes and Amazonia suggests that the development of other mountain belts, such as the Himalayas, Zagros Mountains and Southern Alps, also favoured a rise in biodiversity. Of course, it would be misleading to pin biodiversity entirely on extrinsic, abiotic processes. Speciation of a group of alpine plants, for instance, may have more to do with adaptation to different pollinators than anything else — but if there were no mountains in the first place, there would be no alpine species.

Geological and biological sciences must be integrated to understand the distribution and evolution of biodiversity across the globe, on different spatial, temporal and taxonomic scales. A hundred years ago, Alfred Wegener advocated an interdisciplinary approach when he first spoke publicly about his theory of continental drift. He was initially vilified and segregation progressed further, but following a long separation between biological and geological sciences, awareness is now rising that geological processes related to mountain building have decisively affected biodiversity patterns.

We must now work out which geological processes are most relevant, and how geology and climate together influence the evolutionary process. New molecular techniques, advanced reconstructions of Earth surface processes and a growing scientific interest in interdisciplinary projects will open new avenues to explore how uplift of the world's mountains interacts with biodiversity.
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